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Abstract:

Via Skype.

The metal music scene as a glocal cultural phenomenon offers a way of dealing

with globalisation and of finding, defining and reassuring oneself of one’s own cultural identity
within the frame of an imagined global community. This particularly
applies to Norse band concepts in Scandinavian countries. However,
apart from tourism and children’s books, these topics no longer occur to
most people in Norwegian society. This, along with the presentation of
metal aesthetics might be the cause for scepticism towards Norsethemed metal music not only in Scandinavia: in Germany, these topics
are often associated with right-wing extremism and racism due to
extensive use of mythology and runes and the ideal of a strong, blondehaired, blue-eyed warrior in Nazi-Germany. The killings committed by
Breivik in 2011 also showed that there is still awareness for this topic in Norwegian society.
It is the aim of this presentation to delve into the Norwegian Viking metal genre and to identify
the meaning and various functions attached to these topics in- and outside the scene. I will do so
by looking at selected examples of band concepts in terms of the visual, lyrical as well as sonic
levels and add information on the artists’ motivations that I gathered in interviews with Norwegian
musicians and during field research. Additionally, I will provide a survey of the various literary
and archaeological sources used in (re-)constructing the Viking Age in metal music.
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